
Nomatter where we look we will
encounter someone in need of a

helping hand a cause in need of
championing In Malaysia there is a plethora
of non governmental and non profit
organisations where individuals can channel
their energies towards lending that help
or raising awareness for a cause For many
Malaysians however it s a classic case of the
spirit is willing but the flesh is weak

It s too difficult some say while others
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contend that they just don t have the time
We talk to two businesspeople who find the
time to do good while running successful
businesses DatinMina Cheah Foong
managing director of The Body Shop West
Malaysia who is on the board of trustees of
theMalaysian AIDS Foundation and Nantha
Kumar managing director of advertising
firm Earth Wind Fire and chairman of the

ATMAH Project Committee
A passionate activist and volunteer

in causes involving HIV AIDS women s
and children s welfare Mina uses her
business The Body Shop to creatively
get behind local social or environmental
causes She has also inculcated a culture

of volunteerism among her staff and
motivates her employees to contribute to
society in whatever way they can

As for Nantha he has been involved with
ATMAH which stands for Action to Mobilise
All Humanity since its founding in 2001
The organisation was set up to empower
squatter or lower income communities
with education for a better tomorrow It runs

programmes all year round across Kuala
Lumpur and Selangor and these are done
completely by volunteers

The two share with us their inspiring
stories and also explore some of the issues
surrounding volunteerism

Elaine Lau How did you get started in
volunteering and getting involved in social
causes

Datin Mina Cheah Foong I ve always been
very participatory When I was in school
studying in university I would join clubs I
was just curious for me it s mainly because
I was interested From The Body Shop
point of view how I actually got involved
in this business I found that the late
Anita Roddick espoused corporate social
responsibility even before it became CSR
She used to talk about profits with principle
giving back to the community you trade
in being part of the community being
responsible for the people who work for you
All these different words mean the same

thing I really liked the idea of how a business
can be a force for good for social change and
not just about making money

This whole thing about business is
business work is work in this day and age
it s very difficult to separate your work life
fromyour social life Having handphones and
technology has really narrowed that divide
that used to be there you are within reach
24 7 It s because I believe it s very difficult
to separate work and life that we encourage
volunteerism in the business that we try

to bring the social part of the business
into our employees lives and that s how I
view volunteering We actually put aside a
business budget for volunteering for the staff
to engage in We have organised volunteer
days Don t know if that s an oxymoron but
I believe you need to start somewhere or
it s very hard Like what it says in Maslow s
hierarchy of needs it s only when people have
all their basic needs fulfilled that they think
about others If we can organise that for our

staff so that it s part of their jobs such as
spending one day cleaning up the beach or
refurbishing a house for PS The Children It s
organised and it s much easier A lot of times
people find it difficult to get going how do I
start where do I go

But now it has become more of a

volunteer programme in the true sense that
if you want to then go volunteer we don t
say you have to And we saw over the last
couple of years that we now have people
who are actually very happy to organise
their own activities Last year apart from
the volunteer days we organised we had
this week called Anita Week which was to
commemorate Anita Roddick who always
said do anything just do something We
gave them RM500 and said go do whatever
you want We found people who went to
the zoo to clean up to old folks homes
and a squatter area where there had
been a fire and people raised funds and
bought furniture for the home So it was
very community based and those kinds
of activities we found we didn t have to

organise From there they decided and
because they decided after AnitaWeek
ended they were still keen to follow up and
to go on Once people see that they actually
make a difference then the confidence level
builds up

NanthaKumar I m quite inspired by
what Mina has just said having volunteer
days in the organisation because that s a
good match between a corporate initiative
with organised volunteer programmes
like we have at the ATMAHFoundation My
perspective I also agree with her it comes
back to how you connect with society
around you Most people inadvertently have
some form of empathy with something
they have a connection and they feel some
kind of calling perhaps that inspires them
to serve During my early years in school I
was involved in the scouting movement and
various clubs where you engage with society
in various forms from job days to cleaning
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up welfare homes and things like that
What made the connection for me with

ATMAH was the combination of a cause that
I felt I could connect with and also the timing
was right I was at a comfortable point of my
career and I could focus my time on getting
things going A group of friends and I have
been involved in ATMAH since its initiation

We looked at urban poverty people
living in squatters and low cost flats and the
social problems Most of them are due to low
income and a lack of access to education and

opportunities to learning My friends and
I would talk about these social problems
what the government is doing about it and

so on We thought it best to try and see if we
could do something ourselves We also felt
we needed to focus there are many things
that are needed that can be done but there
are also things that we can do within our
resources our capability our knowledge The
adults have their problems but we realised
we didn t have the capability to handle
So we focus very much on children and
education It was something we could roll out
quite easily because a group of people with
similar understanding and beliefs said yes
we will give our time So it is still run today
as a purely volunteer based programme
We run classes on weekends and our
volunteers come from different vocations

doctors accountants lawyers even
teachers as well

We started the programme the first one
in the heart of KgMedan the biggest hub
of community living in urban poverty We
needed a centre so we made arrangements
with some of the local schools to use their

facilities It was a problem for kids to come
so we hired school buses to go around to the
different areas to pick them up bring them
to school and take them back Focus is on

core educational subjects languages as well
as maths and science Also eachweek we
dedicate some time to teaching living skills
and values good conduct how to prepare

yourself for job interviews even if it s a job
as a factory hand they need to be prepared
for things like that

Going back to what Mina said about her
staff realising they canmake a difference in
someone s life is that the key to get people
to volunteer

Nantha That s actually an important point
to note the motivating factor You cannot go
in with an expectation of self gratification
you may not get anything There are

many people who think that by getting
involved in volunteerism maybe they

need some form of accolade glorification
or acknowledgement You may not get it
though you may get some recognition But
if you re going to depend on that that alone
cannot drive a successful programme In
many of our cases volunteers who are still
with us have been there from day one

Mina I think it s personal satisfaction
They feel that they ve made a difference a
personal connection What they re doing
has meaning That s the reward Many things
you do in life working and running around
at the end of the day what difference does it
make Very few jobs give you that
Nantha One of the things that I see as

quite fulfilling is some of the students who
have grown with us They were probably
in secondary school when we started
the programme they ve finished college
started working and have now come back
to volunteer That s very fulfilling Things like
that keep us going as well

How do we encourage more people to get
into volunteerism

Nantha Honestly it s easier to get people
to give money than to actually get them to
volunteer We haven t figured out the best
way to do it The only way is to appeal to
them We share what we do what people
from different backgrounds and skill sets
can contribute and hope some of them will
get on board
From our experience one thing we have

tried to do is engage with people who are
interested There will be things that serve
as resistance they re worried about time
about giving up their Sunday morning sleep
Those things are there but at the same time
there are also things that add to the social
values of the individual Certainly it has been
a social networking programme as well
We ve gotten to know more people from
different backgrounds and also we realised
it s important for us to have fun ourselves
apart from involvement in the programmes
Most of them are young people in different
stages of their career We try to have nights
out going out dancing somewhere camps
of our own snorkelling trips potluck parties
in someone s house That also serves to

reinforce the understanding of the values
that drive the volunteers the cause
becomes common Most of the activities

the ideas and programmes we develop
are based on this kind of input There s
no directive that this is the way to do it
Throughout the years we ve always tried
something different

Mina People need to move away fromme
mentality Once they can step away from
that then you find they are prepared to give
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money which is good That s why the CSR
things that big companies are doing are fine
If you cannot have the capacity to organise
community CSR then work with NGOs so
they can do research run programmes It s
just a matter of where your interest lies
what best fits your company

You both run successful businesses and still
find time to volunteer What do you say to
people who say they have no time
Nantha Then they re not ready for it It s

got to be something where a person has
made a conscious decision to do it and
it s not something that you can compel
You can try to influence When we do
come across people like that we share
with them what we do and how they
can help There have been many cases
where they say I ll give you some money
Some of them will see a commonality
to their personal motivation so they
come on board Even if they don t come
on board full time as a volunteer they
come once a month and talk to the kids
for example In fact there are people
who don t get involved in teaching at all
They get involved once a year when we
organise our charity treasure hunt Pava s
Hunts dedicated two months to drive the
programme this year and everything was
pro bono Even insurance every year
there will be a company that underwrites
the whole premium for the drivers

Mina A lot of people say I ll help you

after I retire and I have found that time and
time again when you step back from your
position of influence you lose that ability to
make an impact When I sold the business
for two years yes I had plenty of time but

not much influence It was me myself with a
small cadre of people But with the business
I have 56 stores reaching out to 700 000
people walking into the stores every month

While you are here head of a company
that is when you get to really embrace this
CSR aspect If you say you have an interest
in an area then act on it Because if you wait
that opportunity would have passed your
sphere of influence would have gone

For businesses they don t always have to
start something new They can partner with
organisations like ATMAH or NGOs They all
need help There s always something you can
do Go and look for it

What I hear from both of you is nomatter
what you can contribute in some way It

may not have to be a commitment every
week

Mina But as soon you commit to being
a volunteer youmust come That s not
something that s very popular in the
Malaysian AIDS Foundation but that s what
always say We are a volunteer organisation
and we rely on you being there You have to
be professional even as a volunteer

Nantha I agree with that that s
important Because for us to run effectively
one attendance and punctuality are

important and two you are setting an
example for the children

Mina Like what Nantha mentioned
previously you must be ready to do that
commit If you re not ready but do it
because you re asked and cannot say no
then you re half hearted There is room for
that sort of volunteer but not on a long
term committed basis If you volunteer
for something it s a full time job the only
difference is that volunteers are not paid 3
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